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By Kirk Honeycutt

Thank goodness for Alejan-
dro Gonzalez Inarritu.
Were it not for theMexican

filmmaker’s “Biutiful,” a lyrical
gem thatmade amost welcome
appearance earlyMonday
morning in the Palais, this criti-
cal assessment of the Competi-
tion for the 63rd Festival de
Canneswould be filled only
with head scratching. Because
until “Biutiful” showed up, the
Competition appeared to be a
rush to the bottom.
That’s a little unfair actually.

Fineworkhasbeenondisplay

everyday.Theperformances in
MikeLeigh’s“AnotherYear”are
ensemble acting at its finest.
Manyobservers are already tout-
ingLesleyManville,whoplayed
the film’sweepy,bewilderedMiss
LonelyHearts, for best actress.
The frontrunner before Inar-

ritu’s arrival certainlywas
BertrandTavernier.His histori-
cal romance “The Princess of
Montpensier” has everything
going for it— terrific story-
telling, epic battles, palace
intrigue, a vibrant cast andMISSFRONT-RUNNER?: “Another Year’s”

LesleyManville is earningbest actress talk.

By Stuart Kemp

B
BCFilms isworking
with award-winning
television program
maker/contemporary
artist Alison Jackson to

develop a comicmovie that
takes a long hard look at the
world of celebrity.
Jackson,whose credits

include a stint as a producer-
director onNBC’s “Saturday
Night Live,” is developing the
hush hush projectwith the
broadcaster’s filmmaking unit.
Havingcausedasplashwithhit

televisionshowsusing look-alikes
of famouspeople inawkwardbut
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Sergei Loznitsa's
truck driver makes a
long haul to Cannes.
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By Jonathan Landreth

BEIJING—Leading
Hollywood inde-
pendent film studio

Phoenix Pictures and
Beijing-based cultural
promoter Shinework
Media are
joining
forces to
make
movies for
theworld
market,
Phoenix
chairman
MikeMedavoy told The
HollywoodReporter on
Monday.
Producer of the up

comingWeinsteinCo.
WorldWar II spy thriller
“Shanghai,”Medavoy
will workwith Jonathan
Shen, founder and chair-
man of Shinework, the
company best known for
making the nightly
“World FilmReport” for
ChinaCentral Televi-
sion’s dedicatedmovie
channel.
The yet-to-be-named

Phoenix-Shinework ven-
ture is taking shape at a
timewhenHollywood is

Flight of Phoenix
departs in Beijing

Jackson
action on
BBC slate

Medavoy

Inarritu’s ‘Biutiful’ stands out in crowd

continued on page 18

continued on page 19

PECKINGORDER
“Biutiful”directorAlejandroGonzalez Inarritu plants
a kiss onhis star Javier Bardemon the red carpetbefore
Monday’s galapremiere of the filmat thePalais.
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By Stuart Kemp

Universal Pictures Interna-
tional is looking for some
boxoffice longevity with

“Immortals,” a 3D adventure it
has picked up for selected terri-
tories from Relativity Media.

"Immortals" follows the
mythological tale of the young
warrior Theseus, who leads his
men into battle with the
immortal Greek gods to defeat
evil and the powerful elder
gods known as the Titans in
order to save mankind. Tarsem
Singh directs the 3-D epic
adventure.

Jason Keller penned the most

recent draft of the script. An
earlier version was written by
Christian Gudegast, based on
an original screenplay by
Charley and Vlas Parlapanides.

The deal sees UPI take the
movie for the U.K., Australia,
New Zealand, Switzerland,
Spain, Singapore, Hong Kong
and Japan.

David Kosse, president of
international for Universal Pic-
tures, Christian Grass, Univer-

sal Pictures International presi-
dent of international produc-
tion and acquisitions, and Rela-
tivity Media’s Ryan Kavanaugh
announced the deal.

The movie, slated for release
in 2011, will be distributed by
UPI, while Relativity Media will
release the movie domestically
via its Rogue banner.

UPI head of legal and business
affairs Alexander Jooss brokered
the deal with Andrew Marcus

COO of Relativity Media.
The picture is currently

shooting on location in Montre-
al and stars Henry Cavill,
Stephen Dorff, Luke Evans,
Isabel Lucas, Kellan Lutz,
Joseph Morgan, Freida Pinto,
John Hurt and Mickey Rourke.
Kavanaugh of Relativity Media,
Gianni Nunnari of Hollywood
Gang Prods. and Mark Canton
of Atmosphere Entertainment
are producing.∂

By Scott Roxborough

German director Volker
Schlondorff has returned to
Cannes with the director’s cut
of his 1979 Palme d’Or win-
ning classic, “The Tin Drum.”
The new version, which
screens in the Cannes Classic
section, includes 22 minutes of
unseen material.

“I always thought the original
was the director’s cut, since I
did it,” Schlondorff joked. “But
last year the lab was asking:
‘well we still have 60 boxes of
material, some 100,000 feet of
negative footage and every year
the producers are paying for
storage. How long do you want
to keep it?’”

So Schlondorff, script and
clap numbers in hand, revisited
the scenes of his greatest tri-
umph, trawling through materi-
al he hadn’t looked at in three
decades. Impressed by the per-
formances of “Drum’s” cast,
particularly a then 12-year-old
David Bennent in his starring

THR.com/cannesnews
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UPI wishes ‘Immortals’ long life
Snares multiple territories for Tarsem Singh’s take on Greek mythology
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‘By Jay A. Fernandez

Brendan Gleeson and
Donald Sutherland will star
in Soapbox Prods. and
Minds Eye Entertainment’s
“The McLean Boys.”

Writer-director Charles
Martin Smith (“Stone of
Destiny”) will helm the
action-adventure film, a
real-life story of Canadian
outlaws who nearly incited
a native uprising in 1879
British Columbia. Nick
Orchard and Ian Weir, a
B.C. native who wrote the
screenplay, are producing
the project, which is sched-
uled to begin filming on
location in July.

The Little Film Co. is
repping global sales in
Cannes.

Sutherland will play the

‘McClean Boys’
ride into feature

By Elizabeth Guider

As something of a perfection-
ist, he usually vomits when
reacting to the final version of
his own films. But to his very
emotionally intense, jagged-
edged tone poem “Biutiful,”
Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu said
he feels completely satisifed
with the end result.

“I’m usually very critical of
myself. But with this one I still

react and it still has meaning for
me, more layers each time I see
it,” he told reporters during a
press conference following the
Monday premiere of his Com-
petition pic.

As for the overall meaning of
this complex tale of corruption,
the Mexican director contended
that this was the most hopeful of
his films to date.“I think that

‘Tin Drum’
marches to
a new beat

continued on page 16continued on page 16
continued on page 16

Director Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu, left, and his stars Maricel Alvarez and Javier
Bardem get animated atMonday’s photocall for his Competition entry “Biutiful.”
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‘Biutiful’ day for Inarritu
Picture has different layers of meaning for helmer
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By Stuart Kemp

The Media Development
Authority of Singapore
and Fortissimo Films are

joining hands to launch the
MDA-Fortissimo Film Devel-
opment Initiative with James
Leon’s “Camera” the first proj-
ect to benefit.

The DMA and Fortissimo
pact aims to develop, finance
and sell a slate of films in a wide
range of genres including
action, adventure, thriller, fan-
tasy and films in 3D format.

Described by the parties as a
dystopian noir thriller set in
Hong Kong and Singapore,
“Camera” is in development
and aims to go before cameras
“late this year.” It details the
story of a surveillance expert
hired to follow the wife of a
shadowy powerful business-
man. He ultimately begins to
fall for her.

Selected projects will be
added to Fortissimo’s interna-
tional sales slate.

“Fortissimo’s unique skill
and reputation in nurturing
emerging filmmaking talent
and securing international
markets for independent films
complements the MDA’s con-
tinual efforts to encourage the
growth of Singaporean film-
makers and media companies,”
MDA chief executive Christo-
pher Chia said.

Fortissimo founder Michael
Werner said the plan is
“designed to give both Singa-
porean filmmakers and non-
Singaporean producers a fast
track through the process of
developing their projects and
accessing the varied and com-
bined resources of the MDA and
Fortissimo.”

The ultimate goal will be to
get the green light for between
three and five films in the first
year of the program.

Projects applying to the FDI
should already have secured

“some financing to meet their
production budgets,” and
preference will be given to
projects with higher above-
the-line involvement by Sin-
gapore companies. ∂

THR.com/cannesnews
Tuesday, May 18, 2010

By Scott Roxborough

Two years after the collapse of
investment bank Lehman Broth-
ers trigged a meltdown of the
global economy, a trio of films at
Cannes offer very different, but
complementary perspectives of
why everything went so wrong.

From the Hollywood gloss of
Oliver Stone’s Out of Competi-
tion entry “Wall Street: Money
Never Sleeps,” to the quiet delib-

eration and art house introspec-
tion of Christoph Hochhausler’s
“The City Below,” running in Un
Certain Regard, to Charles Fer-
guson’s blow-by-blow docu-
mentary “Inside Job,” a Cannes
Special Screening, the dismal
science of economics has rarely
been so compelling.

“There haven’t been many
films set in the world of finance,
with the exception of the original

DMA, Fortissimo click on ‘Camera’
Leon’s film the first to come out of new production initiative
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Once a director ...
“Carancho” director Pablo Trapero helps a photographer get the right shot of
his star, Martina Gusman, at the Majestic Hotel on Monday afternoon.

Filmmakers’ crash course
Trio of films mine financial collapse for material

“(It’s) designed to give both
Singaporean producers and
non-Singaporean a fast track
through the process.”

— Fortissimo’s Michael Werner
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By Kirk Honeycutt

U
nderstand that Ale-
jandro Gonzalez Inar-
ritu’s “Biutiful” has a
strong, linear narrative
drive. Nevertheless,

and most of all, it’s a gorgeous,
melancholy tone poem about
love, fatherhood and guilt. Some
scenes are absolutely wrenching
to behold. Others hit home with
a punch to the solar plexus. Spain
— and Barcelona to be specific —
has beckoned forth the wistful
poet in the Mexican-born film-
maker. His response to this sum-
mons is a film that, while about
death, is teeming with life in all
its tangled messiness.

More than any of the direc-
tor’s previous films including
“Babel” and “21 Grams,” which
came loaded with star power,
“Biutiful” is destined for the art
house. There it should enjoy a
warm reception since its only
star, Javier Bardem, delivers a
knockout performance as a
hero whose last days are
detailed with Joycean élan,
filled with ambiguity, contra-
dictions and lyricism.

“Biutiful” is the story of
Uxbal, played by Bardem. He is a
businessman of the underworld,
yet a spiritually sensitive man
responsible for the welfare of far
too many living people and in
contact with the souls of the
dead. Most of all, he is a father.

Since his estranged wife
Marambra (Maricel Alvarez) is
a manic-depressive libertine,
he has custody of his two
young children. He lives in the
Santa Coloma enclave of
Barcelona, a neighborhood
jammed with immigrants,
many illegal, from Senegal,
China, Romania and elsewhere.

Uxbal has his fingers in many
illicit trades, from importing
illegal Chinese workers to pira-
cy and supplying goods to
street peddlers. Grieving rela-
tives call him in to help ease the
transition of loved ones to the
next life since he can communi-

cate with recently freed souls.
Then Uxbal discovers he is

dying of cancer. The diagnosis
liberates him from his quotidian
life, giving him at once greater
insight and greater pain. He is a
good man yet best intensions are
not enough. Even his attempts to
help the immigrants he watches
over go tragically wrong.

Pressure comes from every-
where, from his wife, who so des-
perately wants to rejoin her family
and reclaim a maternal role that
ill suits her, to the Chinese sweat-
shop workers he protects, the cop
he pays off and a Senegalese
mother (Diaryatou Daff) whose
husband has been deported.

Inarritu, who wrote the script
with Amando Bo and Nicolas
Giacobone, doesn’t attempt to
explain everything about his
protagonist. It’s up to the viewer
to imagine how and why he
chose such a life and who all the
people in it are. Some are wise;
others foolish. His children are
often bewildered. Only the
daughter senses, finally, that
their father will leave them soon.

A real estate development

forces Uxbal and his hedonistic
brother (Eduard Fernandez) to
disinter the remains of the father
they never knew. In viewing the
corpse, long ago embalmed in
Mexico where the young man
had fled Franco’s killing
machine, Uxbal meditates on the
loss of a father’s love and what
that meant for him — and will
mean for his own children.

Bardem struggles to recon-
cile his impending departure
with so much unfinished busi-
ness and unalloyed guilt. Is this
a punishment? Has he failed
love so badly?

Inarritu captures his hero’s
state of mind and the subjective
impact of events in his final days
in the film’s impressionistic sto-
rytelling. Gustavo Santaolalla’s
haunting music, from complex
orchestrations to the melody in
a single guitar, filters through
the narrative, catching the emo-
tions that bear down on Uxbal.
Cinematographer Rodrigo Pri-
eto paints Barcelona, in sunlight
and shadows, as a city strug-
gling with its many tragedies.

“Biutiful” will require several

viewings for the film to yield a
complete portrait of its myste-
rious, flawed hero. Because for
all the complexity of his previ-
ous films, with fractured, mul-
tiple narratives and an array of
international characters, this in
many ways is Inarritu’s most
intricate study yet of the
human condition. ∂

>COMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE An impressionistic,
poignantportrait ofamanon
the fringesofBarcelona, forced
to relinquishearthly things
beforehis time.
PRODUCTION:MenageAtroz,Mod
Producciones, Ikiru Films.CAST: Javier
Bardem,Maricel Alvarez, Eduard
Fernandez, RubenOchandiano, Luo Jin,
DiaryatouDaff, HannaBouchaib.
DIRECTOR/STORY:AlejandroGonzalez
Inarritu. Screenwriters: Alejandro
Gonzalez Inarritu, AmandoBo,Nicolas
Giacobone.PRODUCERS: Fernando
Bovaira, AlejandroGonzalez Inarritu,
JonKilik.EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
David Linde.MUSIC:Gustavo
Santaolalla.EDITOR:StephenMirrione.
SALES: Focus Features International.
No rating, 138minutes.

THR.com/cannesreviews
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Howdid your involvementwith “Tamara
Drewe” comeabout?
Stephen Frears: (BBC Films creative direc-
tor) Christine Langan rang me and said she
had a script she thought I‘d be interested in.
I opened it on a plane to New York and
nearly fell out. I’ve known Posy (Sim-
monds) for a long, long time and the script
(based on her cartoon “Tamara Drewe”)
was just a treat.

So youwere a follower of Posy Simmonds’
cartoon strips in (U.K. newspaper) The
Guardian (and subsequent graphic novel)?
Frears: I used to read the strip in the
Guardian. She is one of the great women of
Great Britain I think. She’s like a national
treasure. To me, she’s this successful
graphic artist and an intellectual at the
same time.

Can you tellme a bit aboutMoira Buffini’s
script?
Frears: She’s a playwright and lives in South
London. I think she’s resident playwright at
The National (Theater). I had never seen
anything by her before but she works like an
American gag writer. She must have found
it absolutely gob smacking to work on this
because (the film) required endless refine-
ment for all the right reasons. She was with
us (during the shoot) the whole time and if a
problem came up she had this ability to go
off and rewrite and make things much
quicker and did it all with gracefully. Posy
started it all by being able to say so much
with just one drawing.

Is it the first time you’ve done a filmbased on
a graphic novel?
Frears: Yes. I didn’t direct “Super-
man.”(laughs) The business of starting with
a graphic novel is very interesting. It was

very, very interesting that Posy would have
drawn these images and you eventually
found out that she’d instinctually drama-
tized things she’d drawn. For example,
she’d drawn a house that looked out onto a
field of cows and I asked her which house it
was based on. She’d tell me and I’d say, but
trees surround that house and you can’t see
the fields. And she’d just say, yes, I didn’t
draw them in. Simple as that.

How longwas the shoot?
Frears: We spend 10 weeks shooting.
Eight weeks down in Dorset, I think,
and then in London for two. Ideally
you’d have shot it over a year but I
couldn’t work out how you’d pay for the
actors for that length of time.

There are constant references to Thomas
Hardy. Howdo you feel about hiswork and it
being used as a jump-off point for cinema?
Frears: I liked the joke about him giving his
wife syphilis and the fact that death comes
out of nowhere is very Hardy. Destiny being
violent death is special.

Howdifficultwas this film tomake?
Frears: Well, because we couldn’t make it
over a year (the film is set over the four sea-
sons), it was difficult. But for some reason
we got wonderful weather in October in
Dorset so we were very lucky. You had to be
intelligent and go to the locations more
than once because the places had to look
different to make some allowance for the
change in season. There is a lot of trickery
in this film. Some days you are lucky in life,
some you are not. We were this time.

Theensemblecast in“TamaraDrewe” isall real-
isticallyobservedversionsofpeople.Howtricky
was it toensure thathit thescreenforyou?

T
wiceOscar-nominatedStephenFrearshascarvedoutanenviable careerasa
director forhire.AfterdirectingMichellePfeiffer in lastyear’sBerlinSilver
Bearwinner“Cheri,”he turnedhisattentions to“TamaraDrewe,”an

ensembleBritishcomedybasedonagraphicnovelof thesamenamedrawnand
writtenbynewspaper cartoonistPosySimmonds.AclassicBritishcomedy, it
details thestoryof the falloutafter ahotyoungnewspaperwriter returns toher
hometownintheEnglishcountryside,whereher childhoodhomeisbeing
preppedforsale, stirringupoldandnewlocalpassions.Thesourcematerialowes
muchtoThomasHardy’s“FarFromtheMaddingCrowd.”Astickler forbelievable
dialogueandpace,Frears talks toTheHollywoodReporter’sU.K.bureauchiefStu-
artKempaboutdirectingBritishbeautyGemmaArterton’s fakenose,attempting
his first filmbasedonagraphicnovel andtheword“cunt.”

STEPHEN FREARS
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Film: “Tamara Drewe” Out Of Competition
Born: June, 2, 1941
Nationality: British
Selected filmography: “Cheri” (2009), “The
Queen” (2006), “High Fidelity” (2000), “The
Grifters” (1990), “Dangerous Liaisons”
(1988), “My Beautiful Laundrette” (1985)
Notable awards: Berlin International Film
Festival Silver Bear ear for best director, “The
Hi-Lo Country” (1998); “ British Independent
Film Award best director and Venice Film
Festival nod for “Dirty Pretty Things” (2002);
Cesar for best foreign film for “Dangerous
Liaisons” and Venice Film Festival FIPRESCI
prize for “The Queen”

vital stats

Tuesday, May 18, 2010
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Frears: You take trouble casting
it. It only comes if you take that
trouble. Tamsin (Greig) said I
only cast her because she knows
about farming. I am embar-
rassed to say I didn’t know
about Dominic (Cooper) and his
success with “Mamma Mia!”
Just as well, he was so good.
And I hadn’t heard of Gemma
Arterton, who’ll be upset to
read that. But when she walked
in to the casting I turned to
(casting director) Lisa (and said)
“book her if she’s any good.”
She has such wit and charm and
brings that to screen.

She does a few sceneswith quite
a large prosthetic nose. Any vani-
tywith that?
Frears: It was easy. She (Arter-
ton) brought incredible subtlety
to it. She kept shouting make it
bigger. And we did.

This is a very British feeling film,
especially after Paris-set “Cheri.”
Did you feel like coming home to
make amovie after previous
movie adventures?
Frears: It’s not that, it’s that

Posy created a complete
universe (with her

graphic novel). All
my best films

have had a
complete uni-
verse. Be it
“My Beautiful
Laundrette,”
or “Danger-
ous
Liaisons” or
“The
Queen,”
they’ve all
had universe’s

that make
sense. You

can’t go to
Dorset without

getting a very
British feeling. I

depend entirely on the material
I find and it was wonderful
finding such brilliant material.
And it only works because the
ensemble cast does.

Howdo you feel about bringing
the film to the Festival de Cannes
after a 15-year hiatus from it?
Frears: I was jury president
there three years ago so I know
what the place looks like. I
must say I was only prepared to
go (to Cannes with “Tamara
Drewe”) if it was Out of Com-
petition. I’d been on the jury
and know too much about
what goes on.

Howdo you feel about bringing a
film firmly rooted in British humor
to the FrenchRiviera?
Frears: I remember when I dis-
covered what people really like
about British film is the loonies
on screen. Alec Guinness, Peter
Sellers, maybe John Cleese —
that’s what people like in British
films, the dottiness. I love the
dottiness but I was rather
shocked when someone pointed
that out to me (as a so-called
serious British filmmaker). It’s
good, because personally I have
dottiness in spades. This film
has lots of things that people
my mother would have called
foreigners associate with Eng-
lish people.

Theword cunt is in the filmon at
least two notable occasions. Is it
aword you feel emboldens a
script?
Frears: You’re allowed two. I
would have liked three. If you
only have two you get an ‘15’
certificate for a comedy from
the British Board of Film Clas-
sification. If you have three, you
get the next one up, an ‘18.’ We
had to decide which one of the
three to remove and when I saw
the cut with one taken out I
didn’t notice it had gone.
Which perhaps speaks to it not
being necessary. As to whether
or not it emboldens a script, I
don’t think it makes a blind bit
of difference. It’s not a word I
feel necessitates debate.

Two young actresses have some
of the funniest film-stealing
moments in the movie. How
quickly did you know Charlotte
Christie and Jessica Barden
were right?
Frears:Casting. The ring leader
(Jessica) is from Yorkshire and
has been in (the play)
“Jerusalem” while the other
(Charlotte) is a school girl from
Suffolk. I was just gob smacked
within the first week of shooting
from these guys. They both give
such nuanced, fine performanc-
es without thinking about it.

You’vemade a filmwith a sym-
pathetic, endearing American
intellectual who appeals. How
hardwas it to find the right actor
for that?
Frears: My son Will, who’s a
theater director in New York,
told me to cast Bill Camp in the
role. (Camp) is just brilliant and
I had never seen him before.
When you’re lucky you’re lucky
and we were on this one. ∂
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By Maggie Lee

As violent, amoral and mis-
anthropic as a Jacobean
play, “Outrage” is Takeshi

Kitano’s first yakuza flick since
“Brother” (2000), and arguably
his best film in a decade.
Cleansed of his pretentious
navel-gazing in recent years, it
bursts with the direct cinematic
power of his early works (“A
Violent Cop,” “Sonatine”),
though his style is less minimal-
ist and characters less taciturn.
In fact, his representation of
internecine gang rivalry and
imploding power structure
stands up to Kinji Fukasaku’s
seminal “Battle Without
Honor” series in complexity and
unsentimental attitude, with
humor as mean and dry as a
straight-up martini.

Commercially, the screenplay’s
sprawling structure and absence
of traditional, balletic showdowns
might not satisfy mainstream
appetites. However, individual
nerve-tingling scenes of violence
will make the film reach beyond
Kitano’s art house admirers to
lovers of genre and noir films.

“Outrage” opens with a tradi-
tional Japanese banquet held by
the Sanno-kai crime syndicate,
with guests in neat black suits
and waiters in white track suits
serving them. This emblematic
exhibition of hierarchy and order
is but an illusion, and the finale
ironically stages a beach barbe-
cue where everyone gets fried.

Underboss Kato (Tomokazu
Miura) ticks off subsidiary boss
Ikemoto (Jun Kunimura) for being
too close with lesser, outsider
gang Murase. Since Ikemoto has
made a pact of brotherhood with
Murase, he asks another sub-
sidiary head, Otomo (Kitano, aka
Beat Takeshi), to do the dirty
work of roughing up Murase.
Their actions trigger a vicious
circle of vendettas and turf wars
that also implicate a corrupt cop

and an African ambassador.
The double-crossings are

convoluted beyond description,
but the film is forceful in its
simplicity and clarity of vision
— personal interest trumps any
ties or pledges in the yakuza
creed. Finger cutting occurs at
every other scene, but they have
lost their worth as rituals of
honorable apology, whereas the
real violence is ignominious and

each execution outdoes itself in
cruelty. Kitano provokes viewers
by designing violence that
makes us giggle out of nervous-
ness, like a scene in a dentist’s
chair that parodies “Marathon
Man.” But the cyclical conflicts
gives the narrative a flat tempo
with no high point or catharsis.

The veteran members of the
ensemble cast who seldom
appear in yakuza roles (except

By Ray Bennett

Afilm claiming to be a literary
comedy set in England’s
West Country and based

loosely on Thomas Hardy’s “Far
From the Madding Crowd” had
better deliver the goods, and
Stephen Frears’ new film,“Tama-
ra Drewe,” pretty much does.

Jaunty and entertaining, it’s a
faithful rendering of a comic by

Posy Simmonds for the upscale
British newspaper the Guardian
and subsequently published in
graphic novel form. Simmonds’
fans should be happy as Frears
and screenwriter Moira Buffini
make pleasing work of her
material with plenty of laughs.

Cinematographer Ben Davis
also makes the heaths, woodland
and vale plus the cottages in the
county of Dorset look ravishing
enough to please Hardy himself.
Alexandre Desplat’s agile score
employs gifted soloists along with
the London Symphony Orchestra
to help paint the pretty pictures.

Like the comic strip, the film
includes a couple of unruly
teenagers to balance all the adult
humour, and while these charac-
ters’ antics make the film uneven,
they probably widen its demo-
graphic potential. Boxoffice
potential looks solid as a result.

Gemma Arterton plays Tamara
Drewe, drawn from Bathsheba
Everdene in Hardy’s “Madding
Crowd.” Her return as a beauty

(thanks to plastic surgery) to the
small country village where she
grew up an ugly duckling ruffles
the feathers of old flames, not
least because she brings along her
boyfriend, a rock drummer
named Ben Sergeant (Dominic
Cooper), who is more or less Ser-
geant Troy from the Hardy book.

Roger Allam plays successful
crime novelist Nicholas Hardi-
ment, filling in for the classic
novel’s farmer, William Bold-
wood, with Luke Evans taking
the Gabriel Oak role of stalwart
countryman Andy Cobb.

The setting and source of
most of the laughs is a literary
retreat held at Hardiment’s
fancy pile and run mostly by his
long-suffering wife, Beth (Tam-
sin Greig). Several aspiring writ-
ers are in residence including a
serious American named Glen
McGreavy (Bill Camp), who is
attempting a sober analysis of
the works of … Thomas Hardy.

Writers are the butt of some
excellent jokes, and the affairs of
Drewe and her men lead to
amusing payoffs. There’s also a
witty thread that mocks the plots
of commercial crime yarns via a

stampede of cows.
Arterton continues to establish

herself as a leading lady to be
reckoned with, combining mis-
chievous sex appeal with generous
self-mockery. Allam ranks with
Bill Nighy in sheer drollery and
dry but hilarious line readings
while Cooper contributes a savvy
portrait of a rocker whose seduc-
tion technique involves snogging
while drumming with his feet.

The heart of the picture
belongs to the exquisite Tamsin

>OUTOFCOMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE Brightand
amusingcomedyabout the
foiblesand lovesofwriters in
bucolicHardycountry.
PRODUCTION:Ruby Films,NottingHill
Films, BBC Films,U.K. FilmCouncil.
Cast: GemmaArterton, Roger Allam,
Bill Camp,Dominic Cooper, Luke Evans,
TamsinGreig.DIRECTOR:Stephen
Frears.SCREENWRITER:Moira Buffini,
based on the graphic novel by Posy
Simmonds.PRODUCERS:AlisonOwen,
Paul Trijbits, Tracey Seaward.SALES:
West End Films.No rating, 109minutes.

‘Tamara Drewe’

The Hollywood Reporter | Tuesday, May 18, 2010 | reviews

> INCOMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE Abonafide
yakuza film.
PRODUCTION:BandaiVisual, TVTokyo,
Omnibus Japan,OfficeKitano.CAST:
BeatTakeshi, Kippei Shina,RyoKase,
TomokazuMiura, JunKunimura,Renji
Ishibashi, TettaSugimoto.DIRECTOR-
SCREENWRITER-EDITOR:Takeshi
Kitano.PRODUCERS:MasayukiMori,
Yoshinori Takeda.SALES:Celluloid
Dreams.No rating, 110minutes.

‘Outrage’
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Greig, who finds comedy in the
pain of a much-betrayed wife
without demeaning the character.
She has an extraordinary ability to
move from bemusement to come-
dy to outrage in one sentence.

The weakest part of the film
involves two girls (Jessica Bar-
den and Charlotte Christie)
whose antics drive the plot. It
might work in the comic strip,
but on film it appears like pan-
dering in hopes of a younger
audience. ∂
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By Duane Byrge

“Cleveland vs. Wall Street”
is subprime filmmak-
ing. In this documen-

tary on the devastating numbers
of foreclosures that have crip-
pled certain neighborhoods in
the Rust Belt city, filmmaker
Jean-Stephane Bron concocts a
mock trial in which Wall Street
is the defendant.

Usually one must drop by
street theater to witness drama
this crude or attend a university
production to find a message
this didactic.
Like many
documen-
taries, this
Directors’
Fortnight pres-
entation has a
clear editorial
viewpoint and
thrust: Cleveland is the inno-
cent victim and those far-off
rich people are the culprits.
That may be so — a much bet-
ter-made and intelligent film at
this festival, “Inside Job,” indi-
cates that — but under Bron’s
heavy-handed direction, this is
a cinematic sermon that is
merely preaching to the choir.

Much of the film is set in a
courtroom where a kindly plain-
tiff’s attorney calls witnesses to
tell of their plight, and then be
cross-examined by the defense
attorney. As such, “Cleveland”
is a talking-heads bore. On the
plus side, that may be an entice-
ment for weary festival atten-
dees who might close their eyes
during much of the production
and simply listen to the pro-
forma questions and answers.

When Bron does open things
up visually, it’s with prolonged
pans of blighted neighborhoods
and other crude techniques
usually ironed out in Filmmak-
ing 101. In this inadequate
filmic case, Cleveland deserved
better representation. ∂

Renji Ishibashi) are distinct yet
impersonal. Ryo Kase, who usu-
ally plays the mellow guy next
door forges a new image as a
cocky gangster with comic timing
for wisecracks in English.

Kitano’s own editing is elabo-
rate yet precise at the same time.
Costume design achieves a
matching effect with combina-
tions of black, white, gray achiev-
ing an epitome of cool. ∂

FREE INTERNET & WI-FI • TERRACE CAFÉ • FREE EVENTS
INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON: UK COMPANIES AND PRODUCERS,
UK FILMS FOR SALE IN CANNES & FILMING IN THE UK

EVENTS PROGRAMME
TUESDAY 18 MAY
Mike Leigh in conversation 9.00-10.00
Mike Leigh discusses his new film Another Year, In Competition
in Cannes this year.

Dawn of the Documentary 10.00-11.00
It's a remarkable time for documentaries as this year's Cannes
line-up shows, Sheffield Doc/Fest programmer, Hussain
Currimbhoy, discusses  festival strategies and advise about the
best strategy for your film with speakers that include Geoffrey
Gilmore, Tribeca Enterprise; John Battsek, Producer, Stones in
Exile; Lucy Walker, Director, Countdown to Zero.

Working with the UK 11.15-12.15
Join us for this information session to get answers to any
questions you may have about working with the UK including
the cultural test, tax relief, co-production, and filming in the UK.

In the Spotlight: Alicia Duffy 12.30-13.30
British director Alicia Duffy discusses making the jump from
award-winning shorts to her first feature All Good Children,
screening in this year's Directors' Fortnight.

The Making of a Rock-umentary: 
Stones in Exile 14.00-15.00
Director Stephen Kijak and Producers John Battsek and
Victoria Pearman discuss Stones in Exile - Directors' Fortnight,
discuss their collaboration with the Rolling Stones, and the road
from financing and production to the Cannes red carpet.

International Co-Production Pitching 15.15-16.15
The focus is on co-production ideas which have potential in the
international market. Ten pre-selected filmmakers present a four
minute verbal or showreel pitch.

Virgin Media in the Short Film Corner 16.00-16.30
In the Short Film Corner, Palais des Festivals

Find out how to enter the Virgin Media competition - win
£30,000 to make your next short film, and how Virgin Media
Shorts can launch your career. For more information go to
www.ukfilmcentre.org.uk

The Brit Pack: A Showcase of UK directors16.30-17.30
Are you looking for a hot new director for your next project? Join
Damon Wise, Empire magazine's Contributing Editor, as he
meets some of the UK's critically-acclaimed new directors and
showcases their work including Mat Whitcross, Alicia Duffy,
Tom Hopper and Stuart Hazeldine. All international producers
and writers welcome.

WEDNESDAY 19 MAY HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
Screenwriter of Tamara Drewe 
Moira Buffini in conversation 9.30-10.30
Road to the Red Carpet 10.30-11.30
Cameraman: The Life and Work of Jack Cardiff
Craig McCall in conversation 15.30-16.30

UK Film Centre Pavilion No 121, Village International
Telephone: 04 93 99 86 17. Open 09:00 - 18:00

www.ukfilmcentre.org.uk
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‘Cleveland
vs. Wall Street’

Formore
reviews and a
full list of cast
and credits

>DIRECTORS’ FORTNIGHT

BOTTOM LINE Documentaryon
thehousingcrisisdefaultswith
failure todeliver intelligent
economic currency.
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>TODAY
8:30 The Myth of the
American Sleepover, Critics
Week, U.S., 97 mins, Bunuel

9:00Two Gates of Sleep,
Directors’ Fortnight, U.S., 78
mins, Recreation, Theatre
Croisette

9:15 Last Chance Mumbai,
India, 105 mins, High Point
Media Group, Palais H;Rabbit
Without Ears 2, Germany, 124
mins, Bavaria Film Inter -
national, Riviera 4;Casino Jack
and the United States of
Money, USA, 122 mins,
Magnolia Pictures & Magnet
Releasing, Palais J

9:30  Somos Lo Que Hay,
Directors’ Fortnight, Mexico, 99
mins, Wild Bunch, Star 3Meant
To Be, Belgium, 109 mins, Corsan
World Sales, Gray 2; The Door,
Germany, 99 mins, Telepool
Gmbh, Riviera 2; Mahler on the
Couch, Germany, 100 mins,
Studiocanal, Olympia 5; Ana,
Mexico, 90 mins, Lo Coloco Films,
Lerins 2; Slackistan, Pakistan,
Left Film Sales, Palais D; Me
Them and Lara, Italy, 115 mins,
Adriana Chiesa Enter prises, Star
4;Greyhound to the Ground,
Spain, 91 mins, Gaia Audiovisuals,
Palais F; Stained, Canada, 90
mins, Horizon Motion Pictures,
Lerins 1; Tamboro, Brazil, 100
mins, Cinema Do Brasil, Palais B;
Skateland,USA, 96 mins,
Camelot Entertainment Group,
Gray 4

9:45 Zombie Women of
Satan, United Kingdom, 87
mins, Left Film Sales, Palais D;
The Cézanne Affair, Italy, 110
mins, Rai Trade, Palais C

10:00 Aurora,Un Certain
Regard, Romania, 181 mins,
Coproduction Office, Olympia
7; Countdown to Zero,Out of
Competition, U.S., 91 mins,
Works International, Olympia 1;
Shit Year,Directors’ Fortnight,
U.S., 96 mins, Match Factory,
Olympia 4; The Silent House,
Directors’ Fortnight, Uruguay,
79 mins, Elle Driver, Star 2; Bus
Palladium, France, 100 mins,
Other Angle Pictures, Gray 1; The
Double Hour, Italy, 95 mins, Snd
Groupe M6 - Int’l Sales, Riviera 1;
Dead Cert,United Kingdom, 90
mins, Moviehouse Entertain -
ment, Gray 3; Living on Love
Alone, France, 90 mins, Bac

Films, Palais G; Shadows,USA,
96 mins, Darclight Films, Palais
K; Medal of Honor, Romania,
105 mins, Films Boutique,
Olympia 3; Like a Dream,
France, 90 mins, Wide
Management Enterprise, Palais
E; The Factory, Unknown, 108
mins, IM Global, Lerins 2

11:00Sound of Noise, Critics
Week, Sweden, 98 mins, Wild
Bunch, Miramar; Young Girls
in Black, Directors’ Fortnight,
France, 85 mins, Les Films du
Losange, Theatre Croisette

11:15 Life, Above All, Un
Certain Regard, Germany, 105
mins, Bavaria Film
International, Debussy

11:30 Film Socialism, Un
Certain Regard, France, 101
mins, Wild Bunch, Star 3; Ano
Bisiesto, Directors’ Fortnight,
Mexico, 92 mins, Pyramide
International, Arcades 3;
Cleveland vs. Wall Street,
Directors’ Fortnight,
Switzerland, 98 mins, Films
Distribution, Arcades 1;Acting
International, Short Film
Corner, France, Palais F; 13
Semesters,Germany, 102 mins,
Aktis Film International Gmbh,
Riviera 2; Mine,  My Life Behind
The Scenes, France, 83 mins,
Wide Management Enterprise,
Palais D; Down Terrace, United
Kingdom, 89 mins, Magnolia
Pictures & Magnet Releasing,
Palais J; Morgen, Romania, 100
mins, Les Films Du Losange,
Riviera 4; The Task (After Dark
Originals), USA, 95 mins, IM
Global, Gray 4; Sorry I Want To
Marry You, Italy, 95 mins,
Adriana Chiesa Enterprises, Star
4; The Fateful Night, Iran, 106
mins, Farabi Cinema Foundation,
Palais B;Reindeer Spotting,
Finland, 84 mins, Autlook
Filmsales, Lerins 1; A Place In

Between, France, 90 mins,
Colifilms Diffusion, Palais H;
Restrepo,USA, 94 mins,
Goldcrest Films, Gray 2

12:00 Rubber,Critics Week,
U.S., 85 mins, Elle Driver, Star 1;
Boxing Gym,Directors’
Fortnight, U.S., 91 minutes, Doc
& Film International, Palais 1
(buyers only); The City Below,
Un Certain Regard, Germany,
100 mins, Match Factory, Star 2;
Freakonomics (no press), USA,
92 mins, Celsius Entertainment,
Palais K; Sinners and Saints,
USA, 90 mins, Moonstone
Entertainment / Prestige Films,
Lerins 2; Mahler on the Couch,
Germany, 100 mins, Studiocanal,
Olympia 5; Animal Kingdom,
Australia, 112 mins, E1
Entertainment International,
Riviera 1; Mammuth, France, 90
mins, Funny Balloons, Palais G;
Cigarette Girl,USA, 91 mins,
Breakaway Media Lp, Gray 3; Joy,
Netherlands, 76 mins, Bavaria
Film International, Olympia 6;
Pet Pals - Marco Polo’s Code,
Italy, 94 mins, Rai Trade, Olympia
3; Madoff,  Made Off With
America (Unauthorized),USA,
90 mins, Dragonlion Media, Gray
1; This Way of Life,New Zealand,
85 mins, Zed, Palais E; Negro
Buenos Aires, Spain, 90 mins,
Kevin Williams Associates (KWA
S.L.), Olympia 4; Joseph and the
Girl, France, 100 mins, Films
Distribution, Riviera 3

13:30Bon Appétit!, Spain, 90
mins, Beta Cinema, Riviera 4; A
Real Life, France, 96 mins,
Eastwest Filmdistribution Gmbh,
Star 4;Dylan’s Wake, USA, 99
mins, Arsenal Pictures Inter -
national, Palais J; Kawa saki’s
Rose, Czech Republic, 99 mins,
Recreation, Arcades 3; Needle,
Australia, 85 mins, Lightning

THR.com/cannesscreenings
Festival films in black; all titles in bold Tuesday, May 18, 2010
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>>>market+festival

8:30
Of Gods and
Men, France,
123 mins, 
Wild Bunch
(ticket
required)

9:30
Outrage, 
Japan, 109 mins, 
Celluloid Dreams, 
Arcades 3

10:00
Chongqing Blues,
China, 110 mins, Films
Distribution, Riviera 3

11:15
Certified Copy,
France, 110 mins, 
MK2 (ticket required)

13:45
Of Gods and Men,
France, 123 mins, Wild
Bunch (ticket required)

14:30
Outrage, Japan, 
109 mins, Celluloid
Dreams, Salle du 60eme

16:00
Certified Copy,
France, 110 mins, 
MK2, Arcades 2

18:00
A Screaming Man,
France, 92 mins,
Pyramide International,
Riviera 1

19:30
Of Gods and Men,
France, 123 mins, 
Wild Bunch, Lumiere 
(ticket required)

21:30
Biutiful, Spain, 
105 mins, Focus 
Features International,
Bunuel

22:30
Certified Copy, 
France, 110 mins, 
MK2 (ticket required)

In Competition “Rubber”

continued on page 11
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Entertainment, Palais D; Tiger-
Team, Germany, 100 mins, Beta
Cinema, Riviera 2; Eternal First
Love, Japan, 110 mins, Nikkatsu
Corporation, Gray 2; Got To
Run, United Kingdom, 90 mins,
Palm Tree Ents, Arcades 1; The
Diary of Carlota, Spain, 110
mins, Latido, Palais H;The
Retal iators, Spain, 87 mins,
Eldorado Internacional, Palais B;
Going Vertical, Australia, 85
mins, Odin’s Eye Entertainment,
Star 3;Evil In the Time of
Heroes, Greece, 88 mins, Greek
Film Centre, Lerins 1; End of
December, Tunisia, 90 mins,
Chambre Syndicale Nationale
Des Producteurs De Films-Utica,
Gray 4

14:00Blue Valentine,Un
Certain Regard, U.S., 120 mins,
Hyde Park International,
Debussy; Illegal, Directors’
Fortnight, Belgium, Films
Distribution, Theatre Croisette;
R U There,Un Certain Regard,
Netherlands, 87 mins, Films
Boutique, Riviera 3; Taste,
Short Film Corner, Ireland,
Box Prods., Palais F; Sammy’s
Adventures - The Secret
Passage,Belgium, 90 mins,
Studiocanal, Palais I;Nexus,
Canada, 82 mins, Caged Angel
Films Inc., Gray 1; Immaculate,
France, 96 mins, Wild Bunch,
Olympia 5; Turk’s Head,
France, 85 mins, Other Angle
Pictures, Olympia 6; The Trick
in the Sheet, Italy, 100 mins,
Intramovies, Palais C; Cafe Du
Pont, France, 105 mins, Le
Pacte, Olympia 3; Severn, The
Voice of Our Children, France,
120 mins, Wide Management
Enterprise, Palais G; Unin -
habited (buyers only), Australia,
90 mins, SC Films International,
Olympia 4; When We Are All
Sleeping, Iran, 95 mins, Farabi
Cinema Foundation, Palais E;
Red White & Blue, USA, 103
mins, Celluloid Dreams, Palais K;
How To Make Love To A
Woman,USA, 92 mins, Arsenal
Pictures International, Lerins 2;
Nanga Parbat, Germany, 100
mins, Atlas International Film
Gmbh, Riviera 1; Private
Screening Memento,
Unknown, 100 mins, Memento
Films International, Arcades 2

14:15 Le Quattro Volte,
Directors’ Fortnight, Italy, 88
mins, Coproduction Office,
Olympia 7

14:30 Lotus Flower &
Others, Short Film Corner,
Vietnam, 6 mins, Ze Monkiz
Tribe Production, Palais F

15:00 The Battle of the

Rails, Cannes Classics,
France, 82 mins, Bunuel

15:30 ... But Film Is My
Mistress,Cannes Classics,
Sweden, 65 mins, Svensk
Filmindustri, Gray 4; Demon’s
Twilight, Italy, 85 mins, Minerva
Pictures Group, Palais B; Choose
(buyers only), USA, 100 mins, SC
Films International, Gray 2;
Jackboots On Whitehall,
United Kingdom, 91 mins, Media
8 Entertainment, Palais J; Small
Town Saturday Night, USA, 90
mins, Bleiberg Entertainment
LLC, Palais F; Red and White,
Indonesia, 107 mins, Margate
House / Pt Media Desa
Indonesia, Palais D; Jerry
Cotton, Germany, 100 mins,
Beta Cinema, Riviera 2; Dnepr,
Ukraine, 100 mins, Ukrainian
Cinema Foundation, Lerins 1; The
Child Prodigy,Canada, 99
mins, Funfilm Distribution Inc.,
Arcades 3; Wandering Streams
(invitation only), France, 90 mins,
Funny Balloons, Star 4;
Caterpillar, Japan, 85 mins,
Blaq Out, Palais H

16:00 Carancho,Un Certain
Regard, Argentina, 110 mins,
Finecut, Bazin; Un Poison
Violent, Directors’ Fortnight,
France, 93 mins, Films
Distribution, Olympia 3;
Kaboom, Out of Competition,
U.S., 88 mins, Wild Bunch,
Star 2; Think Global, Act
Rural, France, 110 mins,
Memento Films International,
Riviera 1; Ocean Heaven (buy-
ers only), China, 110 mins, Edko
Films Ltd, Star 1; Submarino,
Denmark, 110 mins, The Match
Factory, Olympia 7; Agua Fria,
Costa Rica, 83 mins, Films
Boutique, Olympia 4; Peepli
Live, India, 106 mins, UTV
Motion Pictures, Gray 3; Rebels
Without A Clue,United
Kingdom, 77 mins, Biffa
Productions, Palais I; Just
Between Us, Croatia, 87 mins,
Wide Management Enterprise,
Palais G; Saturday Hunter,
Iran, 90 mins, Farabi Cinema
Foundation, Palais E; Victorio,
Mexico, 90 mins, Mexican Film
Institute (Imcine), Riviera 3; Na
Nai’a Legend Of The
Dolphins, Canada, 80 mins,
Magic Factory Productions Inc.,
Palais C; 999, Kazakstan, 90
mins, Intercinema Agency,
Palais K; Meskada, Unknown,
98 mins, Inferno Entertain ment,
Gray 1

16:30 The Lips, Un Certain
Regard, Argentina, 100 mins,
Latinofusion, Debussy

16:45 Tamara Drewe, Out of
Competition, U.K., 115 mins,
Westend Films, Lumiere 
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(ticket required)

17:00 5X Favela,Out of
Competition, Brazil, 96 mins,
Elle Driver, Salle du 60eme;
Two Gates of Sleep,Directors’
Fortnight, U.S., 78 mins,
Recreation, Theatre Croisette

17:30 Sound of Noise,Critics
Week, Sweden, 98 mins, Wild
Bunch, Miramar; Black
Heaven,Out of Competition,
France, 100 mins, Memento
Films International, Star 4;
Heartbeats, Un Certain Regard,
Canada, 102 mins, Rezo, Star 3;
Le Grand Amour, Cannes
Classics, France, Bunuel, Slice,
Thailand, 101 mins, Five Star
Production (Thailand), Palais F;
Dancing Dreams,Germany, 89
mins, Films Boutique, Riviera 2;
Sus, United Kingdom, 96 mins,
Thin Film Productions Llp, Palais
D; Gasland, USA, 104 mins,
Cinema Management Group LLC,
Gray 2; With Love... From The
Age Of Reason, France, 90
mins, Films Distribution, Lerins 1;
Shodo Girls!!, Japan, 120 mins,
Nippon Television Network Corp.

(NTV), Palais H; Act Of
Dishonour,Canada, 92 mins, E1
Entertainment International,
Arcades 3; Stolen Dreams,
Brazil, 85 mins, Cinema Do Brasil,
Palais B; A Step Into The
Darkness, Turkey, 110 mins,
Insomnia World Sales, Riviera 4;
Pour Le Meilleur Et Pour
L’oignon, Niger, 52 mins, Les
Cinemas Du Monde, Gray 4;
Hungry Hills, Canada, 92 mins,
Forward Motion, Palais J

18:00 Film Socialism,Un
Certain Regard, France, 101
mins, Wild Bunch, Bazin; I Wish
I Knew,Un Certain Regard,
China, 138 mins, MK2, Olympia
3, Messages from the Sea,
Egypt, 133 mins, Al Arabia
Cinema Production &
Distribution, Palais E; A Wake,
Canada, 85 mins, Six Island
Productions, Palais I; My Last
Five Girlfriends, United
Kingdom, 87 mins, Media 8
Entertainment, Lerins 2;Wild
Hunt, Canada, 96 mins,
Darclight Films, Palais G; The
Hairdresser, Germany, 106 mins,
Fortissimo Films, Olympia 4;
What Goes Around, Denmark,
82 mins, Nonstop Sales Ab, Gray
3; Semshook, Spain, 115 mins,
Elephant Producciones S.L., Gray
1; A Proper Violence, USA, 103

mins, Red Wolf Films, Palais K;
Sword Of Desperation, Japan,
114 mins, Toei Company,  Ltd.,
Palais C; How To Draw a
Perfect Circle, Portugal, 96
mins, Latido, Riviera 3;My
Letters From Son, Vietnam, 90
mins, Unesco Vietnam Center Of
Cinema & Multimedia, Arcades 2;
Refractaire, Unknown, 97 mins,
The Little Film Company, Star 1

18:30, Itchombi, Togo, 52 mins,
Les Cinemas Du Monde, Gray 4

19:30Young Girls in Black,
Directors’ Fortnight, France, 85
mins, Les Films du Losange,
Theatre Croisette, Expecting,
Chile, 85 mins, Zona Cinema,
Gray 4;  Who Saw Him,
Germany, 92 mins, Soquiet
Filmproduktion, Riviera 2

19:45 Women Are Heroes,
Critics Week, France, 80 mins,
Elle Driver, Bunuel

20:00 Flowers of Evil, ACID,
France, 100 mins, Arcades 1;
Autobiografia lui Nicolae
Ceausescu,Out of
Competition, 180 mins, Salle du
60eme; Butterfly Crush,New
Zealand, 89 mins, Artmedia,
Palais J; Deceptive 2009, 110
mins, Greta Joanne

Entertainment, Palais D; Siren,
United Kingdom, 82 mins,
Montecristo International, Palais
B; Behind Your Eyes, USA, 91
mins, Vesuvio International, Gray
1; Victory Day, USA, 99 mins,
New Media International, Palais F;
Don’t Forget Me, Singapore, 100
mins, Film Immobiliare, Lerins 1

20:30 Hello! How Are You?,
Romania  M-Appeal, Palais E;
Tiago Monteiro - The Man In
Every Shot, Switzerland, 52
mins, Antradocs, Palais I;
Lemmy, United Kingdom, 122
mins, Vision Films / Vision
Music, Palais K

22:00 Blue Valentine,Un
Certain Regard, U.S., 120 mins,
Hyde Park International,
Debussy; Illegal,Directors’
Fortnight, Belgium, 95 mins,
Films Distribution, Theatre
Croisette; The Fifth Execution
(invitation only), Russia, 110 mins,
Arsenal-TV Studio, Palais J

22:30Sound of Noise,Critics
Week, Sweden, 98 mins, Wild
Bunch, Miramar; The Silent
House,Directors’ Fortnight,
Uruguay, 79 mins, Elle Driver,
Arcades 1; We’re The Weaker -
thans,Canada, 92 mins, E1 Ente r -
tainment International, Palais I
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By Peter Brunette

This ultra-arch comedy will
be most appreciated by the
very young toward whom it

is aimed, but contains a few ele-
ments here and there that all age
groups will enjoy. “Heartbeats”
(Les Amours Imaginaires), the
sophomore outing of 22-year-
old French Canadian director
Xavier Dolan (instantly famous
for last year's “J'ai tué ma mère”)
is militantly superficial and rev-
els overmuch in its campy gay
sensibility, but is sporadically
fun if not taken too seriously.

Handled properly and targeted
toward the right demographic, it
could be a sleeper hit for some
small, hip distributor. Otherwise,
boxoffice success seems unlikely,
though ancillary markets may
provide a nice income stream.

Francis (don't dare call him
François), played by the director
himself, is gay, gorgeous, and
good friends with Marie. One day
at lunch, they meet the ravishing,
golden-curled Nicholas (who is
overtly compared to Michelange-
lo's David in one of the film's

many fantasy sequences), just in
from the country, and each falls
head over heels in love, a process
that the film intends to docu-
ment. Variations on the triangle
are rung in several registers, espe-
cially the comic (and the sillier
the better), and it shall be left up
to the reader to guess who, if any-
one, is ultimately triumphant.

Here the boys are far more
beautiful than the girls, who tend
toward the frumpy or the con-
ventionally cute. The real stars of
this movie, a kind of “Sex and the
City” for post-teens, are the
clothes (both retro and ultra-
contemporary), the hair styles,
and the blazingly-fast bons mots
uttered in a French-Canadian
version of Valley Girl-speak. (For
speakers of Parisian French, the

French-Canadian idiom will pro-
vide its own special fascination.)

The film is utterly taken with
the superficial, which it seems
to be trying almost to vaunt into
a system of post-Nietzschean
values. Whenever a serious
thought appears vaguely on the
horizon, it is quickly dis-
patched, either by turning it
into a joke or a platitude (alas,
not by design). Slo-mo tracking
shots, which may be meant
ironically, along with ultra-
cliched classical music in the
score, complete the slaughter.

One of the film's more inter-

esting features are the mini-
interviews that punctuate it, with
autobiographical commentary
from airheads supposedly drawn
from real-life. The self-aware,
self-denigrating comments they
offer on the meaning of life and
love will be clichés to old-timers
but presumably deep, though
always funny (let's not get too
serious here), philosophy for the
film's intended demographic.

At its very end, “Heartbeats”
becomes more endearing as it
tries to salvage some shopworn
but nevertheless true things
about love and life. ∂

‘Heartbeats’

By Ray Bennett

Danish filmmaker Janus
Metz’ gripping documentary
feature “Armadillo,” named for
a base in Afghanistan where
soldiers from Denmark are
fighting against the Taliban,
already has created controversy
in his homeland.

The film depicts six months in
the posting of a handful of young
soldiers and includes a frighten-
ing sequence in which a patrol
faces a Taliban ambush. The
hellish skirmish ends with a
Danish hand grenade killing sev-
eral insurgents. The soldiers
move in and with the danger still
grave they take no chances, firing
round after round into the fallen
enemy. Still high on adrenaline
and relief, their debriefing
involves boasting and laughter.

The documentary’s coverage
of the incident has embroiled
the Danish military in questions
about appropriate behavior in
combat situations.

That reality adds to the
shocks and tension of
“Armadillo,” along with the fact
that the director and cine-
matographer Lars Skee were
clearly risking their lives to get
the story. While the men are
Danish, there is a universality to
their story and a vitality in the
filmmaking that should see the
documentary in demand
around the world.

Edited skilfully by Per K.
Kirkegaard, there are segments
covering the departure of the new
young soldiers, their induction

into boring everyday life in an
outpost on a far-flung desert, and
a growing hardness as they con-
front what it means to take a life.

With no narration, just
scenes of the boys talking, Metz
manages to locate individual
personalities in the ranks of
newcomers and veterans alike.

The soldiers work out, call
home, drink beer and watch
porn. Then they go out to be
shot at and bombed. Their con-
versations with the locals are all
about how regular Afghans are
caught between what they see

as invaders and their own
would-be tyrants. Either way,
they stand to lose their animals,
their crops, and their lives. And
the soldiers cannot tell one
Afghan from another.

It’s scary stuff and it gets even
more so when the patrol gets
ambushed. Despite drones that
can show where the enemy is,
planes that can place bombs on
any grid point, and helicopters to
retrieve the wounded, it remains
a place where death lurks.

When the bombs go off and
the bullets start flying, Metz
and his cameraman provide a
real-life vision of what a hurt
locker is really all about. ∂

>CRITICSWEEK

BOTTOM LINE Vivid and
frightening documentary
about soldiers in combat in
Afghanistan.
PRODUCTION: Fridthjof Film Doc.
DIRECTOR: Janus Metz. PRODUCERS:
Ronnie Fridthjof, Sara Stockmann.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Lars
Skree. SOUND DESIGNER: Rasmus
Winther Jensen MUSIC: Uno
Helmersson. SALES: Trust Nordisk.
No rating, 100 minutes.

‘Armadillo’

>UNCERTAINREGARD

BOTTOM LINE Archly frothy
comedy that exalts the
superficial into a philosophy
of life.
PRODUCTION: Mifilifilms. CAST: Xavier
Dolan, Niels Schneider, Monia Chokri.
DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER-EDITOR-
COSTUME DESIGNER: Xavier Dolan.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:
Stéphanie Weber Biron. SALES: Rezo.
No rating, 105 minutes.
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By Deborah Young

As basic as its title, “The
Silent House” is about as
classic a horror film as you

can get. A young woman and
her father spend the night in a
remote farmhouse where a psy-
chopath is on the loose. Shot
with three actors and, hats off
to Uruguayan director Gustavo
Hernandez and his crew, in one
single 78-minute take on an HD
digital camera, the tension is
nonstop. The drawback to this
Elle Driver pickup is a one-note
story line that is a little too sim-

plistic and guessable for audi-
ences weaned on the flamboy-
ant modernity of Tarantino and
sophistication of Amenabar.

Which is not to knock a metic-
ulously crafted first feature,
made on what must have been a
minimal budget. Hernandez
skillfully uses the horror genre to
communicate a single emotion,
fear, as realistically as possible.
Enjoy it those who may.

A man and his late-teen
daughter tramp through the
fields to an abandoned country
house, which the owner,
Nestor, has commissioned

them to get into shape before he
puts it up for sale. They plan to
set to work early in the morn-
ing. After her father has fallen
asleep in a chair, Laura (Floren-
cia Colucci) hears a loud noise
coming from overhead. She
forces him to investigate, dis-
obeying Nestor’s orders not to
go upstairs. A few thumps and
bumps later, the father returns
a bloody corpse.

Thus begins a nightmarish
night for Laura who, shaking
with horror and fright, has to go
upstairs to retrieve the key to the
front door. A hand-held camera

follows her like an ill-intentioned
shadow as she inspects each
nook and cranny in search of the
key. Young Colucci gives a tour-
de-force performance which
tends to be very high key but
nonetheless nerve-wracking.

But a screaming, out of control
girl doing all the most illogical
things under emotional strain
does not a modern heroine make,
and as good as Colucci is at com-
municating raw fear, her charac-
ter is just not very appealing. In
another film, a wimp like Laura
would be earmarked for grisly
death in the first act. “The Silent
House,” however has another
agenda. Laura’s behavior is ulti-
mately explained in a plot twist
that predates “Psycho,” which
most viewers will spot coming
from a very long way off. ∂

By Natasha Senjanovic

The films in Un Certain
Regard seem to be holding a
special sub-competition of

their own, to see which will have
audiences checking their watches
most often. The topical story and
strong leads in David Verbeek’s
“R U There” feel like a great short
stretched into a feature that can-
not sustain the tension for which
it so earnestly strives.

The best target audience for
this film about a young gaming
champ should be the enormous
gaming/”Second Life” commu-
nity. Yet gamers, for one, inhabit
virtual worlds that are far faster
and far more action-filled than
the slow-paced, moody “R U
There.” Ominous music through-
out sets up a thriller, but it’s actu-
ally a “boy meets girl but does
better with her avatar” story.

Professional gamer Jitze
(Stijn Koomen) is in Taipei for a
tournament. A terrible accident

he witnesses and a sore muscle
take their toll on his psyche and
body and he’s forced to with-
draw from the tournament for a
few days. While resting, he
meets Min Min (Ke Huan-Ru), a
beautiful, older woman who
sidelines as a prostitute and, in
Jitze’s case, a masseuse.

Wanting to spend more time
with Min Min, Jitze even pays
her to take him with her for a
weekend in the country with her
family. Ke’s Min Min is intrigu-
ingly vague and although she
seems attracted to Jitze, she acts
maternal and standoffish. Only

when their avatars meet in the
virtual world of “Second Life” is
she openly flirty and physical
with him.

Lennert Hillege’s camera
sticks tight to Koomen, who
offers an assured, nuanced per-
formance: he is both hard to
read and vulnerable. Whether
Jitze is alone or wandering
through the gray, bleak streets
of Taipei, Verbeek drives home
the point that gamers, like most
of us who are glued to our com-
puters, even when playing or
communicating with others are
always cut off from actual

human contact. In fact, Jitze, a
prize-winning master soldier in
game life is paralyzed before
real suffering, the accident vic-
tim, and cannot even offer help.

The serenity that pervades
their “Second Life” environ-
ments — rarely if ever yet seen
on the big screen — wonderfully
renders yet another way we can
suspend time and even life
nowadays. To boot, while Jitze’s
avatar is his gaming soldier self,
Min Min’s is a silver-haired,
bright-eyed knockout with
Western features. Again, life is
easier/better in a fake world you
create than in the real one. ∂

>DIRECTORS’FORTNIGHT

BOTTOM LINE Yourbasichaunted
housemovie, shot inasingle
take fornonstoptension.
PRODUCTION:Tokio Films. Cast:
FlorenciaColucci, Abel Tripaldi, Gustavo
Alonso,MariaSalazar.DIRECTOR:
GustavoHernandez.SCREENWRITER:
Oscar Estevez.PRODUCER:Gustavo
Rojo.DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:
PedroLuque.PRODUCTION DESIGNER:
FedericoCapra.Music: HernanGonzalez.
EDITOR:GustavoHernandez.SALES:
ElleDriver.No rating, 78minutes.

‘Silent House’

‘R U There’ >UNCERTAINREGARD

BOTTOM LINE Boymeetsgirl and
getsnowhere.Boymeetsher
avatarandscores.
PRODUCTION: IDTVFilm,VPRO, Les
Petites Lumieres.CAST:Stijn Koomen,
KeHuan-Ru, TomdeHoog, Phi Nguyen,
DavidDavis, Pavio Bilak, Eugene
Callegari, Tsai Jie De.DIRECTOR:David
Verbeek. SCREENWRITER:Rogier de
Blok. Producer: Frans vanGestel. Sales:
FilmsBoutique.No rating, 87minutes.
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Howdid you comeupwith a screenplay set in
the Russian hinterlands?
Sergei Loznitsa: It came from the experience
of traveling. I had been shooting documen-
taries in the Russian provinces since 1997. I
shot only one film in Moscow. All the rest
were shot in the Smolensk Region, Novgorod
Region, Karelia, Pskov Region — mainly the
European part of Russia, so I know these
places very well. While I traveled through
them, I accumulated a number of stories that
I wanted to tell. People I met told stories, and
I was able to put them together. This includes
a story of a man who drove somewhere,
someone hit him on the head, and he ended
up being stuck in one place. This is how I
came to make the main character a driver.

Why shoot the film inUkraine?
Loznitsa:Ukraine offered funding, or more
precisely, Ukrainian producer Oleg Kokhan
did, through private sources. He counted on
the Ukrainian Ministry of Culture supporting
us, and it did, so we were obliged to film in
Ukraine. I would have gladly filmed in the
Novgorod Region, which I know very well, and

I even know the places where I would film, but
the Russian Ministry of Culture did not sup-
port this project. We applied for funding
though the Russian ministry in 2007, but we
were rejected. Since they had first dibs and
weren’t interested, we said “Spasibo, Dosvi-
danya.” (Thank you and goodbye.)

How specific is the film’s setting?
Loznitsa:The story could happen practically
anywhere, but not quite. It is after all, the
European part of Russia. It is the land before
you reach Moscow, the territory that saw the
events of World War II. It is near the place
where Belarus, Russia and Ukraine meet.

Whydid themain charactermake the trip?
Loznitsa:There are people who work as driv-
ers. They have to drive freight from Point A to
Point B. Why did the driver stray from his
path? That’s the real question. He’s a kind-
hearted person — he pulled over to try and
help a girl, but it turned out to be some kind
of nonsense. You don’t ever need to help any-
one — it will end badly. That’s not really the
moral of the story, but the situation turns out
that way. But that’s not the main thing. A
road movie is a description of space, and I
wanted to describe and show the space. So
there are many characters — about 38 of them
— and there are many episodic passages.
Many episodes are two to four minutes long
and they move on to different episodes with a

different cast of characters. There
are many situations that are very
different from one another, but
there is one thread that connects
them — the main character. So we
end up with a palette of Russian life.

Howdo the films visuals reflect this?
Loznitsa: The cinematographer
must lend a sense of harmony to
the proceedings. The film is shot in
mostly long takes of up to five
minutes in length. We strove to
keep cuts and different camera
angles to a minimum in order to
use frame montage as much as
possible. There were only about

140 cuts, while your average film might
have 1,000 or more.

Whydid you emigrate to Germany?
Loznitsa:There were many reasons. If I didn’t
emigrate, I probably would not have been able
to make “My Joy.” Most of the funding for the
film came from Germany. Before, I could live
in Russia and be an independent filmmaker
with budgets of $20,000-$25,000, but now
things have become more difficult. I have a
Ukrainian passport, and at a certain point in
time, Russia stopped financing those who
had the “wrong” passport. Around 2004,
things started getting difficult for Ukrainians.
It’s politics — some kind of shadow was cast.
Perhaps no one issued any instructions or
directives, but the bureaucrats at the Russian
Ministry of Culture evidently felt which way
the wind was blowing.The previous film I
made was a German co-production, and if it
wasn’t a co-production, it wouldn’t have
been made. It is called “Revue” and it was a
very technically complex film. Most of fund-
ing was from Germany, and I have the best
chance of receiving funding from Germany if
I’m a German resident. Germany gives me the
opportunity to work as an artist.

Howdo you feel about your filmhaving been
selected for the Competition at Cannes?
Loznitsa: The film’s presence in the main
competition at Cannes is a great honor for
me and the entire international production
team. Working on the film was a joy and the
invitation to Cannes is a gift that I accept
with keen humility. I do not look upon par-
ticipation in the Cannes Film Festival as a
contest. For me, it is
primarily an opportuni-
ty to show my film to
the most professional
and sophisticated audi-
ence in the world. I hope
that this audience will be
partial to “My Joy.” ∂

S
ergei Loznitsa’s road
movie “My Joy” may
seem like a Russian

film, but appearances can be
misleading. While the film

is set in Russia and has Russ-
ian dialogue, it did not receive

any funding from Russia and
was actually filmed in Ukraine.

“My Joy” is a €1.5 million
Dutch-German-Ukrainian co-
production with an internation-
al cast and crew — Romanian
actor Vlad Ivanov and Romanian cinematographer Oleg
Mutu (both of Cristian Mungiu’s Golden Palm-winner “4
Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days”), Russian art director Kirill

Shuvalov (“Schultes”) and Belarusian sound recordist
Vladimir Golovnitsky (“How I Ended This Sum-

mer”).Loznitsa spoke with THR’s Kirill Galetski about
how his Russian screenplay fell through the cracks of the

increasingly restricted Russian state financing system
and ended up as a European co-production.
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Nationality:Ukrainian
Born: Sept. 5, 1964
Festival entry: “My Joy” (In
Competition)
Selected Filmography: “Revue”
(2008), “Artel” (2006), “Bloc-
kade” (2006), “Factory” (2004)
Notable Awards: Karlovy Vary -
best documentary for “Artel,”
Krakow Film Festival’s Golden
Horn for “Revue,” Oberhausen
International Short Film Festival
grand prize for “Portrait”

vital stats
SERGEI LOZNITSA

Formore Q&A
with Sergei
Loznitza, go to
THR.com/cannes
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By Stuart Kemp

This year’s intake of Produc-
ers on the Move came to a
momentary halt Monday

for a convivial beachside lunch-
eon put on by the network’s
European backers.

A couple of hundred guests
showed up to meet and greet the
23 rising stars in the European
production firmament, selected
from the European Film Promo-
tion’s 31 member organizations
spread across the continent.

The 23 have been discussing
content, planning and financing
for their respective European-
based film projects. Previous
years have seen up to 50% of the
participants planning co-produc-
tions together, organizers said.

“I think this is one of the most
successful initiatives by the
European Film promotion,” said
Eva Vezer, president of the EFP,
which is a network of organiza-
tions promoting and marketing
European cinema worldwide.

After a roll-call in which each

producer was presented to the
assembled company,guests tucked
into a copious buffet of shrimp,
salmon,prosciutto and pates fol-
lowed by creamy chicken curry or
fish,— all accompanied by some
fine local wines.

Olaf Sturhk of POM financial
partner Commerzbank said his
firm was keen to talk financing
with the assembled producers.
“We’re looking forward to net-
working with you,” he said.

POM has been running for 11
years. ∂

The Hollywood Reporter | Tuesday, May 18, 2010 | news

father of the three McLean
boys, all the product of their
father’s mixed-race marriage
with a Shuswap native. After a
tragic chain of events, they end
up on the run, being chased by
a posse of 100 men led by Glee-
son’s Justice of the Peace. In
the process of fighting for their
lives, the McLean Gang stirs
the native population to possi-
ble revolt.

The producers are currently
searching for young talent to fill
out the roles of the brothers.

“This is a rich, gripping tale
that is both historical and
astonishingly contemporary,”
Orchard said. “It has powerful
and unsettling implications for
who we are and how we live,
right now.”

The CAA-repped Sutherland
recently appeared in “Fool’s
Gold,” “Reign Over Me” and “An
American Haunting.” He will
next appear in Focus Features’
“Eagle of the Ninth,” which will
be released in September.

Repped by The Agency and
Principal Entertainment, Glee-
son recently starred in “Green
Zone,” “In Bruges” and
“Beowulf.” He will reprise his
role of Alastor “Mad-Eye”
Moody in the two parts of “Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows,”
which Warner Bros. will release

in November 2010 and July 2011.
Also an actor, the APA-repped

Smith wrote and directed “The
Snow Walker” and directed “Air
Bud” and “Trick or Treat.”

Minds Eye is currently in pre-
production on the French/
Canadian co-production “Faces
in the Crowd,” starring Mila
Jovovich, and the company has
the features “Ticket Out” with
Ray Liotta and “Lullaby for Pi”
with Forest Whitaker in the
works. The company produced
“Dolan’s Cadillac.”

Launched five years ago, The
Little Film Co. recently repped
sales on Michael Hoffman’s
“The Last Station” and Gavin
Hood’s “Tsotsi.” The company
recently signed on to rep Fred
Schepisi’s “Eye of the Storm”
and the adaptation of the best-
selling novel “Spud,” which
completed principal photogra-
phy last week in Durban. ∂

McClean
continued from page 2

there’s a lot of forgiveness in the
film,”he said.“It’s not anthrax,or
terrorism or AIDS that is the worst
ill in our world: The most horrible
disease in the world is hate.”

The helmer went on to say
that, to his mind, we have as a
culture, with our tweets and our
cell phones, “been getting so far
away from real intimate experi-
ence and from each other.” In
this respect, the cancer in the
film is not just a physical mala-
dy but spreads to the entire
underbelly of society, with its
exploitation of the helpless and
emarginated.

Interestingly, “Butiful” is in
many ways the obverse of his
last pic, “Babel,” in that rather

than spreading itself across sev-
eral countries, cultures, lan-
guages and plots, the current pic
centers exclusively and relent-
lessly on one character, as played
by Javier Bardem, and on one
city (though on several cultures).

“I was so exhausted after
globe-trotting around the world
— no more Japanese, Morrocan
or English, I said. I want to do
this in Spanish.” Inarritu also
said he had gone through
enough exercises in complicat-
ed narrative and this time want-
ed to go with the rigor of linear
exploration.

As for working with the
helmer, Bardem, who is in
almost every scene, said it was
indeed “intense.” Creating such
an emotionally draining role as
that of a man dying of cancer
while trying to hold his family

together — and dealing with a
corruption ring at the same
time — was, in the actor’s words
“rewarding,” and rewarding to
go places that had meaning.

“Alejandro protects actors.
He takes care of the delicacies of
the performance,” Bardem said.

The director returned the
compliment. “I found that less
is more when it came to the dia-
log,” he said. “It requires a lot of
talent, maturity to hold back
things, and to suggest (emo-
tions) with minimal words.
Javier played very subtle notes.”

Asked by one reporter
whether he preferred to play
funny roles or these more
depressing ones, a bemused
Bardem demurred, “What are
those funny roles? In any case, I
like movies that have meaning.
Plus, how much they pay, and

Inarritu
continued from page 2
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Producers get first-hand lesson in doing lunch

role as the anar-
chic dwarf
Oskar, Schlon-
dorff decided to
restore four
scenes snipped
from the origi-
nal cut.

“I did not re-
edit the whole movie, just
added these new scenes, and a
few surprises,” Schlondorff
told THR.

“Drum” followed its Palme-
winning performance in Cannes
with a triumphant tour around
the world, ending in Hollywood,
where the film became the first
German title to win the foreign-
language Oscar. Back where it all
began, Schlondorff reflected on
how much, and little, has
changed in Cannes.

“As the French say, plus ça
change, plus c’est la même
chose,” he said. “The change is
enormous. There are five times
more people, five times more
money, 10, 100 times more
media, but the spirit of Cannes
is still the same.” ∂

Schlondorff
continued from page 2

Schlondorff

By Rebecca Leffler

P
atrick Dempsey will
embark on “Hector’s
Journey,” with the actor

set to star in the film adapta-
tion of Francois Lelord’s
best-selling novel, the film’s
German producer Egoli Tos-
sell confirmed Monday.

Based on the book that has
sold more than 2 million
copies in Germany alone, the
English-language film will be
directed by Katja von Garnier.
“Hector” will be produced by
Egoli Tossell in co-production
with Paris-based Fidelite
Productions, Warner Bros.
Germany, Film Africa and
support from MEDIA, MDM
and FFA.

Maria von Heland adapted
the script from the original
tale about a young psychiatrist
who sets off on a journey
across the world to find the
secret to true happiness. ∂

Dempsey takes off
on trip with ‘Hector’
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‘Wall Street,’ because there’s
nothing inherently visual about
it,” Hochhausler told THR.
“These bankers and hedge fund
managers are the new kings, they
have tremendous power but you
never see them, all the action
takes place in grey office build-
ings and on computer screens.”

Oliver Stone gets around this
problem by pumping up the
action and, as he did in his 1987
original, shoots “Wall Street 2”
like a thriller. The result is
mainstream entertainment
with a message: Capitalism as
practiced in go-go period of
the last 20 years has failed.

Hochhausler took a more
interior approach on “The City
Below.” Instead of trying to
make high finance more excit-
ing, the German director shows
how the manipulation and
amorality of the banking world
plays out in a private setting.
When Roland, a top banker, falls
for the young Svenja, he

arranges to have her husband
transferred to a dangerous post
where he is likely to be killed.

“When we were doing
research for the film among
Frankfurt bankers, we kept
running up against ‘Wall
Street’ because, for these guys,
Gordon Gekko is their idol,”
Hochhausler said. “It shows
how impossible it is to create a
true anti-hero in the movies.”

Ferguson perhaps gets clos-
est to exposing the true face of
Wall Street with “Inside Job.”
The fast-moving documentary
plays like Michael Moore with
brains, taking us through the
ins and outs of the financial
crisis while keeping its sense of
head-shaking humor.

Speaking of absurd, a
Cannes screening of “Inside
Job” provided one of the more
amusing incidences this festi-
val of art imitating life.

As the credits rolled on Fer-
guson’s doc, a man sitting next
to Oliver Stone muttered to the
“Wall Street” director: “Man,
that would be a great subject
for a feature film.” ∂

Crash
continued from page 4
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By Gregg Kilday

Technicolor showed off its
new 3D system for 35mm
projectors, dubbed Techni-

color 3D, to producers and
exhibitors at the Olympia Cine-
ma in Cannes on Monday.

Despite the accelerating rollout
of digital 3D screens, most the-
aters still rely on 35mm projectors,
and Technicolor’s new system is
designed to allow exhibitors to
screen 3D titles in those auditori-
ums at a relatively low cost.

“Technicolor is invested heav-
ily in both 3D digital and digital
cinema,” said Simon Wilkinson,
managing director of Technicolor
Creative Services in London. But
it has developed the system so
that exhibitors who haven’t con-

verted to digital can “maximize
on their investment in a wider
number of screens.”

The system requires a 35mm
print, created during post-pro-
duction, which utilizes an
over/under format to create
polarized right-eye and left-eye
images. Technicolor then pro-
vides exhibitors with a new pro-
jector lens that translates those
images to the screen.

The system requires the same
type of silver screen used for
digital 3D and polarized 3D
glasses.

Exhibitors can lease the pro-
jector lens at the cost of €1,500
per feature, with an annual cap
of €9,000. Or, optionally, they
can lease the lens for €22,500
for a three-year term. ∂

believable everyday situations,
Jackson is likely to employ similar
techniques and comedy for the
movie with BBC Films.

BBC Films creative director
Christine Langan, here in
Cannes, described Jackson as an
“unique artist.”

Also on the slate is an original
screenplay from Oscar-nomi-
nated scribe Peter Morgan titled
“Three Sixty,” described as a
multifaceted tale of love and
sexual obsession. David Linde,
former Universal Pictures chief,
is partnering on the ensemble
$10 million (pending cast and
director) pic through his startup
production label Lava Bear.

Also on tap are the next proj-
ects from Armando Iannuci and
Abi Morgan.

Iannucci is currently penning
comedy “Out the Window,”
with Will Smith and Roger
Drew. It re-teams Iannucci with
BBC Films after their political
satire “In the Loop.”

Langan said she is expecting
the budget to be “a lot larger”
than “Loop” — at about $20
million — and fully expects to
partner with a U.S. partner and
have U.S. talent sign up for it.

Abi Morgan, meanwhile, is
penning a script based on Claire
Tomalin’s “The Invisible
Woman,” the tale of Charles Dick-
ens’ relationship with young
actress Nelly Ternan, to the

screen. It will be
produced by
Stewart Mackin-
non at Headline
Pictures.

The busy BBC
Films slate also
sees the pubcast-
er’s filmmaking

arm in final negotiations with the
Weinstein Co. on Simon Curtis’
“My Week With Marilyn,” star-
ring Michelle Williams and writ-
ten by Adrian Hodges. Produced
by David Parfitt, the film details
the story of Colin Clark’s secret
week in London in 1956 when
Marilyn Monroe was being
directed by Laurence Olivier in
“The Prince and the Showgirl.”

BBC Films also has Dominic
West, Rebecca Hall and Imelda
Staunton signed for “The
Awakening,” billed as a classic
ghost story from Stephen Volk
and Nick Murphy, which will be
directed by Murphy. Former
BBC Films chief David Thomp-
son will produce via his Origin
Pictures label, with Studio
Canal selling here in Cannes.

Langan said the myriad pic-
tures in development, in pro-
duction and in postproduction,
represent “our determination to
deliver as eclectic, innovative
and dynamic a mix as possible
from established and brand new
talent alike.”

Put another way, it certainly
shows the pubcaster’s commit-
ment to make a £12 million ($17
million) annual cash pool go an
awful long way. ∂

BBC Films
continued from page 1

cash-starved and China is cash-
rich. Its nascent filmmaking
community is being encouraged
by the government to make
movies that might export a pos-
itive Chinese image and import
foreign filmmaking expertise.

Medavoy, who formerly served
in top jobs at United Artists,
Orion and TriStar, said the new
venture will focus on both Chi-
nese stories and making money.

“So many have come to China
before me and failed to engage,
and I could end up in the same
bag,” Medavoy said, harboring
no illusions about the challenges
of working in the fastest-grow-
ing movie market in the world.

“But I know enough about
how Hollywood works that I

think can help China find a route
to making the kind of films that
will make it into the world mar-
ket,” said Medavoy, who was
born in 1941 in Shanghai.

Shen said the new company
will make “movies featuring
Chinese culture made to interna-
tional business standards, on an
international business model.”

“The Chinese domestic mar-
ket is important to us, but even
more important is the overseas
marketplace,” said Shen, who
helped arrange the publication
here of Medavoy’s books,
“American Idol After Iraq: Com-
peting for Hearts and Minds in
the Global Media Age” and
“You’re Only as Good as Your
Next One: 100 Great Films, 100
Good Films and 100 for Which I
Should Be Shot.”

Medavoy was in China look-
ing for backers for the new ven-

ture and traveling
with Shen on a
tour to promote
his books. On
Tuesday, they are
bound for
Shanghai, a city
that Medavoy
said “saved” his

Russian Jewish refugee parents
and where he recalls first going
to the movies.

After his climb to power in
Hollywood, he advised the first
Shanghai International Film
Festival, which is going into its
13th edition this June.

Asked what hope he held out
for an opening up of China’s
distribution sector, controlled
largely by a few state-owned
companies despite a World
Trade Organization ruling
against the virtual monopoly
last November, Medavoy said:
“The market will open up when
it opens up. I think the Chinese
government has every right to
decide how they go about doing
business. If they want to do it,
they’ll do it. If they don’t want
to do it, they won’t. I don’t see
somebody imposing it on them,
nor do I think anybody can.”

Of the forthcoming “Shang-
hai,” which stars John Cusack
and Gong Li, Medavoy said he
thought Harvey Weinstein and
director Mikael Hafstrom had
made “a good movie.”

“The audience will not be
disappointed,” Medavoy said.
“It’s a little bit like an old Bogart
movie, with narration.”

About an American intelli-
gence official who investigates a
friend’s death in Japanese-occu-
pied Shanghai in the months
before the attack on Pearl Har-
bor, the movie was blocked from
shooting in China but finally
cleared censorship for distribu-
tion and is set for release in
China on June 17.

Medavoy says that China had
the money to become a global
moviemaking player as long as
the establishment recognized
that it was foolhardy to try to
stop consumers from viewing
content they can get illegally on
the Internet.

“These days, everybody
knows what everybody else is
watching. (China) can do well at
movies. As long as they don’t
get in their own way, it can be
done,” he said, reflecting that,
in his view, “Hollywood is
always going to be the center of
the entertainment world. There
is no doubt in my mind.” ∂
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The Hollywood Reporter | Tuesday, May 18, 2010 | news

For the return of Roger Ebert's
Computer. AMac Book Pro that he
uses to speakwith. It was left in a
taxi at the Carlton Hotel in Cannes,
Sunday,May 16, inside a brown tote
bag. Also containsmini-speakers
and a black sweater. Please call the
Hotel Splendid: 0497-06-22-22.

REWARD

Shen

“The Chinese domestic
market is important to
us, but even more
important is the overseas
marketplace.”

— Shinework’s
Jonathan Shen

Jackson

Technicolor sets 3D blitz
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superb team work behind the
camera. But Cannes juries tend
to seek something a little edgier
for the coveted Palme d’Or.
Tavernier may well get a best
director nod, but chairman Tim
Burton and his panel undoubt-
edly are looking for a break-
through film for its top honor.

Up to this point, every Com-
petition film, other than the
lamentable “Outrage” by
Takeshi Kitano, has offered
pleasures. How great it was to
see a film from Chad, Mahamat-
Saleh Haroun’s, “A Screaming
Man,” make it to the Croisette.
While a modest film that in
another year and from another
country may have played in Un
Certain Regard, the drama set in
a war-torn society still strug-

gling with its colonial past and
politically violent present is
nevertheless a worthy film.

If there is a continuing theme
to this festival, it’s that of
fathers seeking to understand
the nature of parenthood. “A
Screaming Man,” like
“Chongqing Blues” and “Biuti-
ful,” captures the conflicts and
challenges of what it means to
be a father with telling and,
finally, chilling insights.

Following up on his “Beijing
Bicycle” and “Shanghai
Dreams,” Chinese director
Wang Xiaoshuai reasserts his
status as one of his country’s
leading international filmmak-
ers with “Chongqing Blues.” His
dramas play well in festival and
international settings thanks to
their muted narrative rhythms
and keen focus on character.
He’s not a showy director but
digs deeper than many of the

flashier filmmakers.
The festival even had amus-

ing soap operas with South
Korean Im Sangsoo’s “The
Housemaid” staking its claim
as a high-end, glossy sort of
sudser with its sleek sets and
soft-core sex scenes, while
Mathieu Amalric’s “On Tour”
enjoyed a wallow in the tackier
side with good-hearted, zaftig
strippers enlivening an other-
wise shallow tale of show-biz
failure and betrayal.

Yet these films only serve to
underscore the pre-festival
chatter that Cannes’ program-
mers were unable to produce a
lineup of heavyweights for
2010. These entries are perfect-
ly respectable movies with
entertainment value — again
we’ll exclude “Outrage” — but
ho-hum for a Cannes Competi-
tion lineup.

So “Biutiful” has come to the

rescue. It’s hard, for instance, to
imagine anyone winning best
actor honors other than its star,
Javier Bardem. His portrayal of
loving father and guilty operator
on Barcelona’s criminal fringes is
a home run with the bases loaded.
Bardem carries the film on his
sturdy shoulders in just about
every moment of every scene.

In his film, Inarritu explores
the meaning of fatherhood as a
dying man comes to grips with
the contradictions and calami-
ties of his life. Like all great
movies, “Biutiful” doesn’t offer
easy answers and indeed some-
times offers no answers at all.
Rather it probes and questions.
It delivers its portrait of a flawed
hero in impressionistic strokes
and revelatory incidents. It’s the
kind of film that makes you
realize why coming to Cannes is
so essential: This is a place
where discoveries are made.

Critics
continued from page 1

By Scott Roxborough

The Russia film industry is
opening itself to the wider
world with plans to estab-

lish a national film commission
based on similar European bod-
ies such as Film France.

The goal of the new commis-
sion is to attract more interna-
tional productions to shoot in
Russia and to smooth the way
for pan-national co-produc-
tions. Alexey Sokhnev from the
Russian Ministry of Culture told
THR the commission will move
“to establish co-operations
between regions in Russia and
European regional film funds,

such as the German funds,” a
move that would allow co-pros
to tap funding both inside and
outside Moscow.

“The commission would make
a huge difference,” said veteran
producer Karl Baumgartner of
Germany’s Pandora Film. “At the
moment, Moscow’s criteria to
qualify for state funding are very
strict and it is incredibly difficult
for an international production
to access those funds.”

Though it had a strong
national film industry, Russia is
not a location of choice for many
international productions.
Bureaucratic red tape and Rus-
sia’s lack of a tax-incentive for

visiting productions are two of
the main reasons.

“We want to work for a law
that, for example, would allow
visiting productions to claim
back value-added-tax on
expenses from Russian shoots,”
Sokhnev said, “and we will work
with producers to maneuver the
bureaucracy, getting film per-
mits and so on.”

Initially, the regions of St.
Petersburg, Sverdlorsk, Vladivos-
tok, Vologada and the Tver Region
will participate in the commis-
sion, which hopes to launch this
summer. More of Russia’s 83
administrative regions are expect-
ed to join in the coming year. ∂

Org will help open Russian doors
Commission wants to entice more international cooperation

By Eric J. Lyman

ROME – Venice Film Festival
organizers said Monday that its
Glory to the Filmmaker prize this
year will go to Indian director
Mani Ratnam.

The tribute during the Sept. 1-
11 event will also include the pre-
miere of Ratnam’s upcoming film
“Raavan,” with the director and
several cast members expected to
be on hand for the screening.

In recent years, the Glory to
the Filmmaker prize has honored
Sylvester Stallone, Agnes Varda,
Abbas Kiarostami, and Takeshi
Kitano. The prize is awarded to
those who have “left a mark” on
contemporary cinema. ∂

Ratnam to receive
Glory from Venice

“Chongqing Blues” “A ScreamingMan”
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1. Mallika Sherawat gets a little choked up  at the “Hiss” photocall at the
Majestic Hotel;  2.  Nia Peeplesplants one on screenwriter/husband Sam
George; 3. Actress Martina Gusman, attending the “Carancho,” gives a wave to
the crowd at the Majestic’s Salon Diane;  4,5. Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu and
Javier Bardem hang out at the “Biutiful” photocall;  6. Director Takeshi Kitano
frames things up at the “Outrage”  photocall at the Majestic ; 7. Directors Costa

Gavras, Pierre Schoendoerffer and Jacques Perrin attend “The Princess
Of Montpensier” premiere at the Palais;  8.Mads Mikkelsen; 9.
Isabelle Huppert; 10. Bernard Tavernier, right, kisses the
hand of his leading lady, Melanie Thierry, as male co-star
Gaspard Ulliel looks on at Sunday night’s “The
Princess Of Montpensier” premiere .

< Actor Andy
Serkis, British Film

Institute director
Amanda Nevill

and Jason
Solomons  yuk it

up at the BFI
party at Palais

Stefanie. 
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MAKING THE SCENE
< Actor-

director Mark
Hamill 

is in town
with his new

project,
“Black Pearl.” 

On hand for the Doha Film Institute launch event
were, from left, Sheikh Jabor Bin Yousif Al-Thani,

executive director of the Doha Film Institute Amanda
Palmer, Sheikh Mohammed Bin Fahad Al-Thani,

directorMartin Scorsese, Faisal Al-Thaniand Tribeca
Enterprises co-founder Craig Hatkoff 
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< Actress
Aishwarya

Rai
Bachchan

attends the
“Raavan” 

photocall at
the

Magestic’s
Salon Diane.
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A COURTLY BERTRAND TAVERNIER accompanied his stars
Gaspard Ulliel and Melanie Thierry as their lush, period piece 
“The Princess of Montpensier” got the red-carpet treatment Sunday
night. The command performance at the Palais court attracted acting
royalty like Isabelle Hupert and Mads Mikkelson as well as such
directing noblity as Costa Gavras, Pierre Schoendoerffer and Jacques
Perrin. Meanwhile, Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu and Javier Bardem

were waiting in the wings to unveil their new collaboration,
“Biutiful,” a Barcelona-set tale of love and death, while Takeshi
Kitano readied his own “Outrage.” — Gregg Kilday
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